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1. Blake Everett, representing BLH Equipment, LLC, and ELA Mission, LLC,
negotiated all subject transactions exclusively with Marvin Henderson. Will
testify as to the facts surrounding the lawsuit. James Blake Everett, 105 La Salle
Street, Madison, MS 39110 (601.946.6384).

No employer.

2. Sam Everett provided support services for Blake and BLH as directed by Blake
Everett. Will testify as to his supporting role at BLH. Additionally, will testify
that he was on a road trip to Key West, Florida at the time of the MV CrownlIvey
House transaction took place, and has no personal knowledge of the closing that
occurred in Louisiana. He did not participate in any of the negotiations with
Marvin Henderson and Blake Everett. Sam Everett, 145 Republic Street,
Madison, MS 39110 (601.707.3903). No employer.
3. Marvin Henderson; Fact Witness; of Henderson Auctions, and expects Marvin
Henderson to testify:

a. He requested and received payments from BLH that were to be applied to
transactions between Henderson and BLH, in excess of$140,000.

.

b. He was the CEO participant on all transactions in question, as is reflected on
the company website, and business cards for Marvin. Additionally,
Marvin represented that he had full authority to negotiate for Henderson
Auctions to the extent that his directions for disbursement of funds,
commission splits, changes. in terms of agreements, and other matters were at

his sole discretion.
c. He told Blake Everett that he "knew we owe you a bunch of money. How
about I wire BLH $250,000, and we settle up when we sit down next week?"
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d. He agreed as CEO of Henderson Auctions to pay BLH a $50,000 commission
on the sale ofMV Crown as consideration for BLH's efforts to sell the MV
Crown. Initially, when the MV Crown was to be sold for $550,000, Marvin
Henderson authorized Blake Everett to keep $100,000 of the $550,000 sales
proceeds as his sales commission, but when the buyer reduced his purchase
price to $450,000, Marvin Henderson approved a:$50,000 sales fee to BLH
Equipment, LLC for Blake's efforts in selling the MV Crown. Marvin
executed bills of sale for the MV Crown, representing Henderson Auctions to
allow for the sale to take place.
e. In accordance with his BIO from the Henderson Website, wherein he is
named as CEO; Marvin's name "is synonymous. with auctions throughout the
United States." As such, and with experience dating back to "1957," he
accepted the responsibility for purchasing items at prices that would be
profitable for sale through Henderson Auctions. Accordingly, the agreements
with .BLH provide only for sharing of profits with BLH, not to include losses.
4. Marvin is expected to testify that the modified agreement on the MN Crown
took into account the money paid to Henderson Auctions ami retained by
Marvin Henderson, and a sales fee of$50,000

to BLH Equipment, LLC. He is

also expected to testify that the Ivey House was to be placed in a jointlyowned LLC between Marvin Henderson and Blake Everett, but he later
presented Blake Everett with a deed to the property granting full ownership to
J3 Enterprises, LLC, one of the entities that has placed Lis Pendens filings on
the subject property.
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5. Janet Cagley: Fact Witness
6. Jeff Henderson: Fact Witness "

7. Belinda McCullough: Fact Witness
"8. Renita Martin: Fact Witnes

9. Oscar Dillion: (225.938.0548)
testifyregarding

P. O. Box 356, Livingston, LA 70754;expected

to

past business dealings with JAil. Additionally, he is expected to

testify that" JAH use of machines for its personal benefit, which were subject to
the agreement between JAIl and BLH, reduced the value of the machines and
allowed JAH to use the machines without paying rent. There were no rental
payments to consigners. Further JAH broke the machines, and in fact were
welding on one such machine (pECON mulcher) minutes before it was to be
auctioned,
10. bale Henderson; (225.939.7203),

25669 Rose Down Ave., Denham Springs, LA

70726; expected to testify regarding business dealings of JAH. More specifically
he is expected to testify: (a) regarding questionable past business practices similar
to the ones practiced here by Marvin Henderson, Janet Henderson, and Jeff
Henderson, representing JAH; (h) about the improper acts that have led to the
license suspension of Henderson Auctions and Marvin Henderson in multiple
states, reinforcing the allegations of impropriety on the part of JAH; and (c) that
JAH presents improper accounting of deals for commission purposes on a
continuing basis to keep from paying amounts properly due.

--------
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Auctions. More specifically he is expected to testify: (a) regarding questionable
past business practices similar to the ones practiced here by Marvin Henderson,
Janet Henderson, and Jeff Henderson, representing JAH; (b) about the improper
acts that have led to the license suspension of Henderson Auctions and Marvin
Henderson in multiple states, reinforcing the allegations of impropriety on the
part of JAH; and (c) that JAH presents improper accounting of deals for
commission purposes on a continuing basis to keep from paying amounts properly
due.
'!g;;;Dennis Carlton: (225.938.8669),

25669 Rose Down Ave., Denham Springs, LA

70726; expected to testify regarding past business dealings of JAH and Henderson
Auctions. More specifically he is expected to testify: (a) regarding questionable
past business practices similar to the ones practiced here by Marvin Henderson,
Janet Henderson, and Jeff Henderson, representing JAH; and (b) about the
improper acts that have led to the license suspension of Henderson Auctions and
Marvin Henderson in multiple states, reinforcing the allegations of impropriety on
the part of JAR.
iP:,Nick Clark, Nick Clark Auctions, 1056 Greymont Street, Jackson, MS 39202,
601.317.2536, expected to testify as to facts surrounding the case. More
specifically, regarding the diminished valuation of the property as a result of the
actions of JAH, and the payment made to ELA Mission, LLC for the auctioned
personal property.

l~'br. Glen

Rhodes, 2597 WPARoad,

Sulphur, LA 70663,337.528.9830,

J. D.

Hankins and Stephanie Hankins, 160 IW est Priene Lake Road, Lake Charles, LA
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